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Abstract—As a promising technology in the development of
human healthcare services, the wireless body area networks
(WBANs) technology has attracted widespread attention in recent
years from both industry and academia. However, due to the
sensitiveness of the medical system and the capability limitation
of the wearable devices, security, privacy, and efficiency of the
healthcare services in WBANs are remained as major challenges.
Although different authentication mechanisms have been de-
signed to meet the challenges in recent years, most of them suffer
from some functional defects or security problems. In this paper,
we firstly provide a review and cryptanalysis on the state-of-the-
art authentication scheme. In order to meet the challenges and
address the drawbacks in previous works, we then propose a new
efficient and anonymous authentication scheme for cloud based
WBANs. Through the security analysis, we show that our scheme
could overcome the weaknesses in previous schemes and meet all
the security requirements. Besides, we show the advantages of
the proposed scheme through performance evaluation in terms
of functionality features, computation overhead, communication
overhead and storage overhead, which shows our scheme is more
appropriate for practical applications on healthcare services.

Index Terms—Human healthcare services, Cloud based
WBANs, Authentication, Security, Privacy, Efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) has drawn
significant attention in recent times and it has emerged

as one of the most powerful information and communication
technology (ICT) paradigms of the 21st century. IoT has
been used to provide a wide range of services, such as
intelligent transportation, smart home, smart grid and smart
healthcare system, in different domains, including government,
commerce, education, healthcare, and so on [1]. In particu-
lar, IoT brings a great breakthrough for healthcare system.
Nowadays, the problem of aging population and sedentary
lifestyles are fueling the prevalence of chronic diseases, such
as cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, and diabetes [2]. In
order to take care of these people and reduce the social burden,
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it is important to prevent most of these diseases through a real-
time monitoring or detection system. Afterwards, a remote
medical center could give the right advice to help patients
based on the observed monitored data.

WBANs technology is a promising wireless networking
paradigm, which was initially proposed by Zimmerman [3] in
1996. As an important part of the IoT, WBANs have attracted
widespread attention in recent year from both industry and
academia. In fact, due to its special advantages, WBANs have
high development potential in the field of healthcare, smart
home, emergency rescue, sports and entertainment, national
defense and military, etc [4]. Specifically, WBANs have broad
prospects in the medical field. It is worth noting that WBANs
can provide real-time monitoring, emergency medical assis-
tance, and efficient medical treatment service with wearable,
implantable and invaluable sensor devices.

A typical scenario of WBANs application is illustrated in
Figure 1. We can see that WBANs mainly consist of various
medical sensors deployed in/on/around human body, smart
portable terminals (SPT), and remote application providers.
Here these sensors are responsible for collecting real-time
sensitive biomedical information and then submitting the
information to remote application providers (e.g., hospital,
physician, or emergency center) through the SPT (such as
smartphone or personal digital assistant). These real-time
sensitive biomedical information may include heart rate, blood
pressure, pulse rate, etc. According to the received biomedical
information, application providers could check the physical
condition of a patient and make the appropriate diagnosis.

Internet 
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Patient 
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Physician 

Family 

Emergency Center 

Fig. 1: A typical WBAN system

With the rapid development of WBANs and the increasing
demands from customers, the explosive growth of collected
biomedical information needs to be processed in time. There-
fore, cloud computing technology is considered to combine
with traditional WBANs in order to overcome the limitations
in the aspect of storage and computing ability in traditional
WBANs. As one of the most powerful ICT paradigms like IoT,
cloud computing technology has attracted a lot of attention
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from both the academia and the industry in recent years.
Privacy and security issues related to cloud-based healthcare
services are always hot topics, especially those related to
healthcare data services [5], [6], [7]. Due to the advantages
of providing convenience, cheap, and efficient services for
data owners to store and process their data, cloud computing
technology can be integrated with WBANs to overcome the
inherent weaknesses in traditional WBANs (like computing
and storage limitation) and further improve the quality of
healthcare services via supporting access to powerful com-
puting, processing, and storage resources.

Apart from the aforementioned inherent features (which
may lead to many security vulnerabilities and threats), many
other issues also need to be considered in WBANs. First is the
privacy issue of potential users. For example, when the patient
interacts with the doctor in the system, the doctor should
only know the bio-information that is transferred from the
patient without knowing other private information, such as the
patient’s name and identity. That is, authorized patients should
anonymously access and obtain medical services in WBANs.
Second is the sensitiveness issue of generated biomedical
data. Due to the importance and confidentiality of biomedical
data, the system is required to ensure that no one except the
corresponding doctor can access the data. In other words, the
biomedical data should be handled, transmitted, and stored
with care to prevent information leakage to unauthorized
third parties [8]. Thus, authentication plays an important role
in identifying legitimate users and protecting privacy and
sensitive information in WBANs. Additionally, the efficiency
of wearable devices (or SPT) is another issue. Since most of
the wearable devices are constrained by resources, which is
not suitable to perform complicated operations, it is essen-
tial to consider the efficiency problem while protecting the
security and privacy. Therefore, it is important to provide a
comprehensive authentication process for WBANs so that it
can balance security, privacy and efficiency simultaneously.

A. Related Work

Over the past years, researchers are committed to designing
practical authentication systems for WBANs. Generally, they
can be broadly classified into four categories: physiological
value based authentication scheme, channel based authenti-
cation scheme, proximity based authentication scheme, and
cryptography based authentication scheme.

For example, several physiological value based authentica-
tion schemes [9], [10], [11] had been proposed for the purpose
of improving performance. However, due to the differences
between two measured physiological signals of the same
person, these schemes are vulnerable to the denial-of-service
attack and they are unsuitable for practical applications in
WBANs [8]. The channel based authentication schemes [12],
[13] were presented since the received signal strength would
vary with the users’ movement and the changed channel.
Also, some proximity based authentication schemes [14], [15]
were proposed in WBANs. However, the main weaknesses
of proximity or channel based authentication schemes are the
restrictions on channel, distance, and location, which signifi-
cantly limits the deployment of medical sensors in WBANs.

In contrast to the aforementioned three categories, cryp-
tography based authentication schemes have fewer limitations
so that they are becoming more popular than other non-
cryptographic methods. It can be further divided into three
categories: traditional public key cryptography (TPKC) based
authentication scheme, identity-based authentication scheme
and certificateless cryptography based authentication scheme.
In early studies of WBANs, researchers mainly applied the
traditional public key cryptography to achieve authentication.
For example, there is a TPKC based key management and
mutual authentication scheme in WBANs proposed by Li
et al. [16], [17], which requires large key sizes due to the
complex modular exponentiation operation. In order to address
the problem of the difficulties of public key infrastructure
establishment and management for TPKC method, identity-
based cryptography authentication method was introduced. In
1984, Shamir [18] proposed the first work of the identity-based
public key cryptography and Gentry [19] introduced a new
certificate-based encryption paradigm in 2003. However, al-
though most of the identity-based cryptography authentication
schemes, like [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], have better
performance than previous works, they are still vulnerable
to address the problem of certificates management which
makes them unsuitable for being applied to WBANs. Then,
certificateless cryptography based authentication schemes [27],
[28], [8], [29] were presented to handle the weakness of
identity-based cryptography in WBANs.

There are two main advantages of certificateless cryp-
tography based authentication schemes. First is it has the
ability to solve the problem of key escrow in identity-
based public key cryptography. Second is that it could avoid
the problems of managing and delivering the certificate in
traditional public key cryptography. Thus, after Al-Riyami
and Paterson [30] proposed the first certificateless public
key cryptography scheme, many certificateless authentication
schemes in WBANs were proposed. Recently, for example,
Chatterjee et al. [31] in 2014 presented a user access control
scheme for WBANs to enable remote clients to anonymously
enjoy healthcare services. Liu et al. [27] also proposed a
certificateless remote anonymous authentication protocol for
WBANs, which is based on elliptic curve cryptography, to
design a short certificateless signature method. However,
Zhao [32] found that their scheme could not resist the imper-
sonation attack and the untraceability also could not achieve.
To address the problems, they proposed an identity-based
anonymous authentication scheme for WBANs. Meanwhile,
Xiong et al. [28] also pointed out the problem of public key
replacement attack cannot be solved in the above protocol and
they also proposed a new secure and remote certificateless
authentication protocol to conquer the weakness. While Wang
and Zhang [33] in 2015 claimed that Zhao’s scheme [32] could
not provide the user anonymity and the user is easy to be
traced in their scheme. Then a new anonymous authentication
scheme with bilinear pairing for WBANs is presented to
enhance the security. Unfortunately, in 2016, Wu et al. [34]
pointed out that scheme [33] could not resist the impersonation
attack. They also proposed a novel anonymous authentication
scheme for WBANs to avoid the impersonation attack. He
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et al. [8] demonstrated that Liu et al. [27]’s protocol cannot
provide untraceability and forward secrecy, and it also cannot
resist the impersonation attack. Meanwhile, He et al. [8]
presented an improved anonymous authentication scheme in
WBANs. Shen et al. [29] recently proposed a cloud assistant
based lightweight certificateless authentication protocol with
anonymity for WBANs. However, all the aforementioned
certificateless authentication schemes have some functional de-
fects or security problems. A simple analysis and comparison
on four of the above schemes are presented in Section VI.
Besides, we found that Shen et al. [29]’s scheme cannot resist
partial secret stolen attack and DoS attack under our proposed
assumption and it also cannot provide forward secrecy. The
detailed attack is analyzed in Section III.

B. Our Contributions

In order to address the weaknesses in previous authenti-
cation schemes for WBANs, we introduce a new secure and
efficient authentication scheme for cloud based WBANs in this
paper. Specifically, key contributions are summarized below.

1) We give a review and cryptanalysis on a state-of-the-
art authentication scheme. We show that it is not secure
under our proposed assumption.

2) We design a novel certificateless authentication scheme,
which is based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
without pairing operations.

3) Security analysis shows that our scheme could overcome
the weaknesses in previous schemes and meet the se-
curity requirements. We also perform BAN logic and
ProVerif to prove the security of authentication process.

4) We provide a detailed performance comparison on
different schemes including the comparison on func-
tionality features, computation overhead, communica-
tion overhead and storage overhead. We show that our
scheme achieves an outstanding performance, specially
in terms of computation overhead.

Organization of This Paper. In Section II, we introduce the
preliminaries. Then, we provide a review and cryptanalysis
on Shen et al.’s scheme [29] in Section III. In Section IV, we
present details of our proposed authentication scheme. Security
analysis and performance evaluation are given in Section V
and VI, respectively. At last, Section VII offers our conclusions
and potential future works.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly describe the elliptic curve cryp-
tography, the corresponding mathematical problems over it,
the system and adversary models, and the design goals for an
authentication scheme in WBANs.

A. Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Let Fp be a prime finite field, E/Fp ∶ y
2 = x3+ax+b mod p

with a; b ∈ Fp is an elliptic curve defined over Fp, where � =

4a3 + 27b2 ≠ 0 mod p. Let P be an element of a large prime
order q in E/Fp. The points on E/Fp together with an extra
point �, called the point at infinity, form a group G = {(x; y) ∶

x; y ∈ Fp; (x; y) ∈ E/Fp}∪{�}. G is a cyclic additive group of
prime order q. Besides, a scalar multiplication operation over

E/Fp can be implemented as t ⋅ P = P + P +⋯ + P
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

t times

, where t

is an integer.
B. Mathematical Problems

The following problems over the elliptic curve group have
been widely utilized for the design of authentication schemes.

Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: Given
a random point aP , where a ∈ Z∗

p and P ∈ G, it is
computationally intractable to compute the value a.

Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
Problem: Given two random points aP and bP , where
a; b ∈ Z∗

p and P ∈ G, it is computationally intractable to
compute the value abP .
C. System Model

There are three main participants in our proposed system
model, i.e., the WBAN user, the Cloud Server (CS), and
the Network Manager (NM). The relationships between them
in the network model is illustrated in Figure 2. Generally,
these entities communicate with each other by using wireless
channels. The details of these entities are described below.

WBANUser

Hospital

Physician

Family

Emergency CenterCloud Server

Network 
Manager

1. Initialization

3. Authentication

4. Service

Fig. 2: System model for the proposed scheme

● Network Manager: The NM acts as a key generation
center and is fully trusted. It is responsible for the system
initialization and the registration of WBAN users and
application providers. Also, it could communicate with
CS securely via secure wireless channel.

● Cloud Server: There are different CSs in the system,
which are equipped with powerful cloud-based computing
and storage resources. Various application providers, such
as doctors or hospitals, may choose different CS for the
purpose of analyzing or storing the medical data from
WBAN users. So CS is a semi-trusted third party and
it is also preloaded with shared parameters about some
WBAN users who subscribed to its service.

● WBAN User: WBAN user is the primary entity in the
system, who can communicate with specific CS to share
his data. Before accessing the offered services by CS, any
legitimate user should be registered with the NM.

D. Adversary Model
We briefly define the following adversary model to evaluate

the security features. The ability of the adversary is defined
based on the well-known Dolev-Yao model [35].
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● The NM in the system is assumed to be fully trusted.
Its work mainly includes initializing the system, users’
registration, and sharing parameters with CSs. Besides,
the NM is responsible for user addition and revocation,
as well as key update operations. NM communicates with
CS or WBAN user via secure channel.

● CSs are assumed to be semi-trusted, also called honest but
curious. That is, although each CS is curious about the
secret information of WBAN users, they still faithfully
execute the proposed proposal. In other words, CS may
try to get users’ real identity and sensitive data by obtain-
ing auxiliary public information or colluding with other
dishonest entities, but they cannot deliberately modify the
communication data or leak their own secret parameters.

● WBAN users may be compromised. Compromised users
can collude with any adversary or CS for the purpose of
helping the adversary to pass the authentication or helping
CS to get the privacy information of other users. However,
we do not consider that compromised users reveal all their
secret information to the adversary for the impersonation
attack. As is mentioned later, we do consider the partial
secret information leakage in this paper.

● The communication channel between CS and WBAN
user is insecure. Therefore, in order to get the privacy
information of users or affect the behavior of other
users or harm the infrastructure of the WBAN system,
we assume that an adversary can eavesdrop, modify or
replay existing messages in the system and it also can
impersonate a legitimate user or even obtain partial secret
parameters (not including private key) of CSs or WBAN
users to generate valid messages.

E. Design Goals

According to previous works [27], [28], [8], [29], the fol-
lowing design goals (or called security requirements) need to
be considered while designing a secure authentication scheme
for WBANs.

1) Mutual Authentication: Mutual authentication between
user and CS during the authentication process should
be required to make sure that only the authorized users
could access the medical service and only the legitimate
CSs could provide the service. It also means illegal third
parties should be identified and prevented.

2) Privacy Preserving: Any untrusted entities, even CSs,
cannot extract the real identities of users via analyzing
the intercepted messages during the communication.

3) Key Agreement: To ensure the confidentiality and in-
tegrity of the delivered biomedical data, a session key
should be established for the subsequent secure commu-
nication between WBAN user and CS after successful
mutual authentication.

4) Forward Secrecy: Forward secrecy (or perfect forward
secrecy) requires that an adversary cannot obtain the
session key shared between the WBAN user and the CS
even if both of their secret keys are obtained [36]. That
is, forward secrecy could protect past sessions against
the future compromises of secret keys.

5) Attack Resistance: To ensure the security of the au-
thentication process in WBANs, the designed scheme
is required to withstand various attacks, including the
replay attack, the impersonation attack, the modification
attack, the man-in-the-middle attack, the DoS attack and
the partial secret stolen attack.

III. REVIEW AND CRYPTANALYSIS OF SHEN ET AL.’S
SCHEME

In this section, we give a brief review on the working of
Shen et al.’s scheme [29] and describe the deficiencies in
their scheme. This is a state-of-the-art work proposed in 2018,
which receives wide attention from peers. For the convenience
of audiences, Table I has listed some notations used in this
paper. Please refer to the original paper for more details.

TABLE I: Notations in the paper
Notation Description
q; p Two large prime number
Fq A prime finite field
E/Fq An elliptic curve E over Fq

G A cyclic additive group, G = {(x; y) ∶ x; y ∈ E/Fq} ∪ {�}

P A generator for the group G
NM The network manager
CS A could server
Ui The ith user/patient
IDx The real identity of entity x
pid;PID Pseudo identity
sx Private key of entity x
PKx Public key of entity x
ts A current timestamp
H(⋅) A secure general hash function
MAC(⋅) A secure message authentication code function

A. Review of Shen et al.’s Scheme

Shen et al.’s scheme contains three entities, i.e., WBAN
user, network manager (NM), and cloud server (CS). There
are three phases in their scheme, including the initialization
phase, the registration phase, and the authentication phase.

Initialization: In this phase, the NM generates and publishes
the parameters params = {l; Fq;E/Fq;G;P;H;PKN }.
Here, the NM randomly chooses sN ∈ Z∗

q as the master private
key and computes the corresponding public key PKN = sN ⋅P .
Besides, a pair of private and public key {sU ; PKU }, where
PKU = sU ⋅ P , is generated by each user.

Registration: In this phase, each user sends the hash value
of their identity H(IDU ) and their public key PKU to the
NM. The NM searches its database with the received hash
value of users’ identities. If it matches, the NM confirms this
user is legal. Otherwise, the user is rejected. Then, the NM
randomly chooses k ∈ Z∗

q and further calculates a user index
IndU = k ⋅P and a signature �1 = k−sN ⋅H(IDU ∥PKU ) for
the user.

The CS also randomly chooses sC ∈ Z∗
q as a secret value

and computes the corresponding public key PKC = sC ⋅ P .
Similarly, the CS then sends H(IDC) to the NM, and
once the NM is received, it searches the database with the
received hash value of CSs’ identity. After the legitimacy of
the CS has been authenticated by the NM, the NM issues
Account = {Right; �1; IndU ; PKU ;H(IDU ∥PKU )} to CS.
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Once the CS receives the Account, it verifies the equation
IndU = �1 ⋅P+PKN ⋅H(IDU ∥PKU ). The CS stores Account
in the database only if the equation holds.

Authentication: After the registration, the WBAN user ver-
ifies the received index IndU and the signature �1 by the
formula IndU = �1 ⋅ P + PKN ⋅H(IDU ∥PKU ). When the
user wants to access to a CS for medical services, it selects
a random number t ∈ Z∗

q and computes T1 = t ⋅ P and
T2 = t ⋅ PKC . Then, it obtains the latest timestamp ts and
computes h = H(PKU ∥ts; T1), �2 = t−1(sU − h ⋅ �1) and
I = T1 + T2 + IndU . Finally, the user sends a service request
message M1 = {I; ts; T2; �2} to the CS.

Upon receiving the request message M1, the CS would
firstly check the freshness of the timestamp ts. If ts is illegal,
the CS abandons the message. Otherwise, it computes T1 =

s−1
C ⋅T2 and IndU = I −T1 −T2. After getting the index of the

user, the CS searches its own database with this index IndU .
Then, the CS computes h∗ =H(PKU ∥ts; T1) and verifies the
equation T1 ⋅�2 = PKU+h

∗ ⋅H(IDU ∥PKU )⋅PKN−h
∗ ⋅IndU .

The user is authenticated only if the equation holds. The CS
also computes the session key Key = H(h∗; T1) and the
message authentication code MACKey(h∗). Finally, the CS
sends MACKey(h∗) to the user.

Once the user receives the response message
MACKey(h∗), the session key Key = H(h;T1)

is computed and then the user checks the integrity
of the message authentication code by the equation
MACKey(h)=MACKey(h∗). If it holds, the CS is
successfully authenticated by the user. Otherwise, the user
quits the current session.

B. Cryptanalysis of Shen et al.’s Scheme

Partial secret stolen attack:
In a designed scheme, apart from the private keys, there

are always some other secret parameters pre-shared between
entities which are not limited to the trusted third party.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that these pre-shared
secret parameters can be leaked to or stolen by the adversary
since the shared entities are not fully trusted. We call this
attack as partial secret stolen attack.

According to the above protocol, we can conclude that
Shen et al.’s scheme [29] is secure under the assumption
that all the entities, including NM, CS and WBAN user,
are fully trusted. That is, all the private keys or secret pa-
rameters are protected by themselves without any leakage.
However, in fact, it is unreasonable to make such an assump-
tion. Therefore, we point out that if the secret parameters
{�1; IndU ; PKU ;H(IDU ∥PKU )} or only IndU , which are
shared among NM, CS and WBAN user, are leaked to the
adversary, the protocol will become insecure. Two different
ways of the attack are analyzed as follows.

1) Assume that an adversary A knows the parameters
{�1; IndU ; PKU ;H(IDU ∥PKU )} come from the ex-
act user. Then, once the user sends the message M1 =

{I; ts; T2; �2} to CS, A can easily compute T1 =

I − T2 − IndU . After that, A impersonates CS to
compute h∗ = H(PKU ∥ts; T1), Key = H(h∗; T1)

and MACKey(h∗). Finally A sends the response
MACKey(h∗) to the user. After receiving the response,
this user just executes the same operations as the de-
signed protocol without finding the impersonation at-
tack. That is, once an adversary knows these parameters,
this scheme becomes weakness to resist impersonation
attack, which further leads to the problems of unsuc-
cessful mutual authentication and session key leakage.

2) Assume that an adversary A only knows IndU even
without knowing the exact user it belongs to. Then,
as long as some user sends the message M1 =

{I; ts; T2; �2} to CS, A can try to compute T
′

1 =

I − T2 − IndU by using the known IndU . A also
computes h

′

= H(PKU ∥ts; T
′

1), Key
′

= H(h
′

; T
′

1)

and MACKey′ (h
′

). Once CS responds MACKey(h∗)

to this user, A will check whether the equation
MACKey(h∗) = MACKey′ (h

′

) holds. If it holds, A
can successfully obtain the shared session key between
user and CS. That is, further communication between
this user and CS will be totally known by the adversary.
Therefore, in this case, this scheme faces the problem
of leaking the session key.

Denial of Service (DoS) attack:
Denial of Service (DoS) attack is an attack that an adversary

seeks some methods to make network resource unavailable
to its intended users by temporarily or indefinitely disrupting
services of a host connected to the Internet [37]. The majority
of recently proposed authentication schemes are unable to
resist the DoS attack. Here, we point out that Shen et al.’s
scheme [29] is also vulnerable to the DoS attack.

In their scheme, when the CS receives the access request
M1 = {I; ts; T2; �2} from the user, it then computes T1 =

s−1
C ⋅T2 and IndU = I−T1−T2 and searches the database to find

other parameters related to IndU . Afterward, it computes h∗ =
H(PKU ∥ts; T1) and verifies the equation T1 ⋅�2 = PKU +h

∗ ⋅

H(IDU ∥PKU ) ⋅ PKN − h∗ ⋅ IndU . CS aborts the session if
the equation does not hold. Otherwise, the user is considered
to be legal. Here, we can see that CS needs to operate at
least 4 times ECSM (elliptic curve scalar multiplication) and
4 times ECPA (elliptic curve point addition) as well as needs to
search the database to finally ensure the legitimacy of the user.
According to the result of the implementation, the execution
time of one ECSM operation is relatively large. Therefore, we
can infer that this scheme [29] is prone to DoS attack since an
attacker could obtain and replay any historical message which
is sent by a legitimate user with an updated timestamp.

Forward secrecy:
Forward secrecy requires to protect past sessions against

future compromises of secret keys [36]. However, assume that
the private key sU of a user or the private key sC of the CS
in Shen et al.’s scheme [29] are compromised, an adversary
A can easily obtain the forward session key. That is, the
confidentiality of past sessions cannot be protected.

As analyzed above, once T1 is known by A , the session
key Key =H(h;T1) can be calculated. Here we assume that
A obtains the private key sC of the CS, it then can easily
compute T1 = s

−1
C ⋅ T2 and further get the session key Key =
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H(h;T1). Therefore, Shen et al.’s scheme [29] fails to provide
the forward secrecy.

Other limitations:
In the registration phase, if the communication channel is

secure, there is no need for users to hash and send their
identity to the NM. Due to the secure channel, a user can
directly send their identity to the NM without hashing and the
NM could then find the corresponding user without searching
its database. Therefore, the hash operation can be removed
for the purpose of improving efficiency. Besides, assume that
the number of users in the system is n, then there will be n
tuples of parameters (like �1; IndU ; PKU ;H(IDU ∥PKU )) to
be transferred to CS during the registration of CS. It obviously
results in large storage cost and computation cost (caused by
the verification). Furthermore, the management and updating
is another problem. In reality, users or patients in the WBAN
system must be added or removed at any time. Therefore, a
comprehensive system should have an efficient policy to deal
with new users joining and old users revocation problems. In
Shen et al.’s scheme [29], there is no such policy proposed.

IV. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we propose a new ECC-based efficient and
anonymous authentication scheme for cloud based WBAN.
The proposed scheme also overcomes the limitations in Shen
et al.’s scheme [29] as mentioned in the previous section.
Our scheme consists of four phases: the initialization phase,
the registration phase, the authentication phase and the user
addition, revocation and key update phase.

A. Initialization Phase

The NM executes the following operations to generates the
parameters for the WBAN system. Firstly, the NM chooses a
prime number q and generates the public parameters of elliptic
curve domain params = {Fq;E/Fq;G;P; q; p}. Then, the NM
randomly chooses snm ∈ Z∗

p as its master secret key, and
computes PKnm = snm ⋅ P as a system public key. It also
chooses secure general cryptographic hash functions H(⋅).
Besides, each CS generates a pair of private and public key
{scs; PKcs}, where scs ∈ Z

∗
p and PKcs = scs ⋅ P .

B. Registration Phase

In this phase, as shown in Figure 3, before requiring access
to CSs for medical services, all legitimate users in WBANs
securely obtain the issued long-term secret key tuples from
the NM. Also, the NM securely shares some secret parameters
with CSs after users’ registration.

Firstly, each WBAN user sends his/her identity IDU to the
NM. Once receiving the identity, the NM firstly checks the va-
lidity of this identity. If the identity is legal, the NM randomly
chooses r ∈ Z∗

p and computes long-term secret key tuples, in-
cluding a pseudo identity pid =H(IDU ∥snm), Ru = r ⋅P , and
a secret key su = r+H(pid∥Ru) ⋅snm. Then, the NM securely
responses the tuple {pid;Ru; su} to the corresponding user.
Upon receiving the tuples from the NM, the user checks the
private key by su ⋅ P = Ru +H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ PKnm.

After the registration, the NM securely distributes the users’
parameters {pid;Ru} to the specified CS since WBAN users

User NM

{ }UID

{ , , }u upid R s

CS

Fig. 3: Registration phase

may belong to different medical service providers and these
providers may subscribe to different CS for medical data
processing.

C. Authentication Phase

As shown in Figure 4, WBAN user and CS authenticate each
other and finally negotiate a session key for the subsequent
communication in this phase. The details of the process are
described below.

User

1 { , , , , }u uM ts PID R A Ver

Fig. 4: Authentication phase

1) In order to access a CS for medical service, a WBAN
user firstly needs to obtain his/her subscribed CS’s pub-
lic key PKcs and the current timestamp ts. Then, he ran-
domly chooses a number a ∈ Z∗

p and then computes A =

a ⋅P , PID =H(pid∥ts), Authu = (a+ su) ⋅PKcs, and
V eru = H(ts∥PID∥Ru∥A∥Authu). Finally, he sends
the request message M1 = {ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru} to
the subscribed CS.

2) User → CS: M1 = {ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru}

3) When receiving the message M1, the CS firstly checks
the freshness of timestamp ts by the condition ∣ts∗−ts∣ <
�T , where ts∗ is the latest timestamp when the CS
receives this message and �T denotes the maximum
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transmission delay. The CS drops this message if the
above condition fails. Otherwise, the CS gets the pa-
rameter Ru in M1 and searches its database with Ru to
find the corresponding pseudo identity pid. After that,
the CS checks the equation PID = H(pid∥ts). If it
does not hold, the CS abandons the message. Otherwise,
it continues to compute Authcs = scs ⋅ (A + Ru +

H(pid∥Ru)⋅PKnm). Then it finally verifies the validity
of the condition V eru =H(ts∥PID∥Ru∥A∥Authcs). If
it is valid, the CS authenticates the user. Otherwise, the
CS terminates the process and reports the leakage of
user’s pseudo identity pid.

4) Afterward, the CS also chooses a random number b ∈ Z∗
p

and computes B = b ⋅P , Kcs = b ⋅A, a session key skcs =

H(Authcs∥Kcs), and V ercs = H(ts∥A∥B∥skcs). Fi-
nally, it sends the response message M2 = {B;V ercs}

to the user.
5) CS → User: M2 = {B;V ercs}

6) Once the user receives the message M2, he computes
Ku = a ⋅ B and sku = H(Authu∥Ku) for the purpose
of verifying the equation V ercs = H(ts∥A∥B∥sku). If
the result is positive, the user successfully authenticates
the CS. If it is negative, the authentication fails.

Overall, at the end of the executions, the mutual authentica-
tion between the user and the CS is completed and the session
key sku (or skcs) is established between them.

Correctness proof: The correctness of the proposed scheme
is presented below.

Authu = (a + su) ⋅ PKcs = (a + su) ⋅ scs ⋅ P

= (a ⋅ P + su ⋅ P ) ⋅ scs

= scs ⋅ (A + r ⋅ P +H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ snm ⋅ P )

= scs ⋅ (A +Ru +H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ PKnm)

= Authcs

Ku = a ⋅B = a ⋅ b ⋅ P = b ⋅A = Kcs

sku = H(Authu∥Ku) = H(Authcs∥Kcs) = skcs

Therefore, the session key established between the WBAN
user and the CS is the same.

D. User Addition, Revocation and Key Update Phase

In the WBAN system, users may join the network or leave
at any time. So, it is important for the scheme to provide a
flexible policy for user addition, revocation and key update.

For new users’ join request, the process is the same as the
user registration phase. The NM first obtains and checks new
user’s identity and its legality and also generates the param-
eters (pid) and (Ru; su). The NM finally sends {pid;Ru; su}

to the new user and also forwards {pid;Ru} to the subscribed
CS of the new user.

If one user wants to leave the system or some private
information is found to be stolen by an adversary, the user
or the CS can request the NM for revocation. The revocation
process is: the user or the CS sends pid to the NM, then
the NM searches the database to find user’s IDu. After the
confirmation, the NM deletes (IDu;Ru; su) from its database
and it also informs the CS to delete (Ru; su).

One user can update the secret keys by re-executing the
registration phase. The user needs to authenticate with CS
again after key update. For updating CS key, it just re-
generates a new pair of private and public key {scs; PKcs},
where scs ∈ Z

∗
p is a new random number and PKcs = scs ⋅P ,

and publishes a new PKcs in the system.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The rigorous security analysis of the proposed scheme is
discussed in this section. We firstly show that the proposed
scheme can achieve all the design goals listed in Section II-E
by informal security discussion which overcomes the lim-
itations of Shen et al.’s scheme [29]. Then, we adopt the
Burrows-Abadi-Needham logic (BAN Logic) tool [38] and the
ProVerif [39], which are widely-used formal verification tools
for cryptographic schemes, for the formal security analysis.

A. Security Discussion

Mutual authentication: In the proposed scheme, the mu-
tual authentication between the WBAN user and the CS could
be divided into two parts, one is the user to CS authentication
and the other one is the CS to user authentication.

1) User to CS authentication: As shown in the proposed
authentication phase, the user sends the message M1 =

{ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru} to the CS, where PID =

H(pid∥ts), Authu = (a + su) ⋅ PKcs, and V eru =

H(ts∥PID∥Ru∥A∥AuthS). Only the subscribed CS
can get pid to verify PID = H(pid∥ts) by searching
Ru in its database. After the verification on PID, only
subscribed CS can compute Authcs = scs ⋅ (A + Ru +

H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ PKnm) and further check the equation
V eru = H(ts∥PID∥Ru∥A∥Authcs). Assumed that an
adversary can forge a valid message to pass the verifica-
tion of the CS with a non-negligible advantage, it firstly
needs to obtain the knowledge of pid and generates the
valid PID. It then needs to compute a valid Authu

to further generate the verification value V eru, where
the key factor is to compute su ⋅ scs ⋅ P via using
PKcs = scs ⋅ P and Ru +H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ PKnm = su ⋅ P .
However, this contradicts with the assumption of the
DL and CDH problemss. Therefore, the user to CS
authentication is provided in the proposed scheme.

2) CS to user authentication: As shown in the pro-
posed authentication phase, the CS sends the message
M2 = {B;V ercs} to the user, where B = b ⋅ P ,
Kcs = b ⋅ A, skcs = H(Authcs∥Kcs), and V ercs =

H(ts∥A∥B∥skcs). While receiving the message, the
user can verify V ercs by computing Ku = a ⋅ B
and sku = H(Authu∥Ku). Similarly, assumed that
an adversary can forge a valid message to pass the
verification by the user with a non-negligible advantage,
it needs to generate a valid session key skcs where
the adversary should firstly compute a valid Authcs.
However, it is impossible for an adversary to compute
Authcs because it contradicts with the assumption of the
DL and CDH problems. Therefore, the proposed scheme
can provide the CS to user authentication. Overall, the
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mutual authentication between the user and the CS is
provided in our scheme.

Privacy Preserving: In the proposed scheme, the user
only sends pseudo identity PID in the message M1 =

{ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru} to the CS. Thus, an adversary cannot
obtain any knowledge on the real identity of the user based
on the PID. Besides, although the CS has the knowledge of
{pid;Ru}, it still cannot know the real identity of the user.
This is because the real identity in pid = H(IDU ∥snm) is
protected by the one-way hash function. That is, it achieves
week privacy protection in the CS side. Therefore, the pro-
posed scheme guarantees the privacy preserving for the user
in WBANs.

Key Agreement: At the end of our authentication phase,
there is a session key sku/skcs established between the user
and the CS. We also present the correctness proof to the
equation of the session key sku and skcs. According to the
correctness proof, we know an adversary cannot obtain the
session key, since it is impossible for the adversary to get
private keys su and scs as well as random numbers a and b.
Therefore, the proposed scheme could provide key agreement.

Forward Secrecy: In the proposed scheme, the session
key generated between the user and the CS is sku/skcs =
H(Authu∥Ku) = H(Authcs∥Kcs), where Authu = (a +
su) ⋅ PKcs, Authcs = scs ⋅ (A + Ru +H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ PKnm),
Ku = a ⋅B = a ⋅ b ⋅P , and Kcs = b ⋅A = a ⋅ b ⋅P . Assume that an
adversary could obtain the private keys of both the user and
CS, it could then compute Authu = Authcs = scs ⋅ (A +Ru +

H(pid∥Ru) ⋅ PKnm). However, due to the difficulty of the
CDH problem, it cannot compute Ku = Kcs = a ⋅ b ⋅ P even
knowing both A = a ⋅ P and B = b ⋅ P . Therefore, (perfect)
forward secrecy is guaranteed in the proposed scheme.

Attack Resistance:
● Replay attack: We utilize the freshness of timestamp

to prevent replay attack. For example, if an adversary
intercepts one message M1 and replays it to the CS, the
CS will firstly check the freshness of the timestamp ts
by the condition ∣ts∗ − ts∣ < �T , where ts∗ is a latest
timestamp and �T denotes the maximum transmission
delay. Thus, any message that goes beyond the maximum
transmission delay will be dropped. Besides, due to the
security of one-way hash function, it is also difficult to
just change the ts to replay a message. Therefore, the
replay attack cannot be achieved in the proposed scheme.

● Impersonation attack: According to the analysis in
mutual authentication above, impersonating an authorized
user or CS to send valid messages is prevented since the
adversary cannot generate the valid verification values
and the session key. Therefore, the proposed scheme is
able to withstand the impersonation attack.

● Modification attack: In the execution of our authen-
tication scheme, the user sends the message M1 =

{ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru} to the CS and the CS responses
the message M2 = {B;V ercs} to the user. Due to the con-
fidentiality of pid and private key su/scs, the integrity and
security of the one-way hash function and the difficulty
of DL problem and CDH problem, the probability for the
adversary to successfully modify the parameters to pass

the authentication is negligible. Therefore, the proposed
scheme could resist the impersonation attack.

● Man-in-the-middle attack: According to the aforemen-
tioned mutual authentication and key agreement, only the
authorized user and CS, who owns the private key su/scs

and the chosen random number a/b, could successfully
complete the authentication process and finally establish a
shared session key. Therefore, the proposed scheme could
resist the man-in-the-middle attack.

● DoS attack: In the registration phase of our scheme,
there are two secret parameters pre-distributed to the
CS, which are {pid;Ru}. Then, in the authentica-
tion phase, when the CS receives the message M1 =

{ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru} from some user, it could verify
the equation PID =H(pid∥ts) to avoid the DoS attack.
That is, due to the extremely low computational con-
sumption of the general hash operation (communication
or memory based DoS attack is out of the scope), the
proposed scheme could resist the computation based DoS
attack.

● Partial secret stolen attack: In the proposed scheme, the
secret parameters shared between the user and the CS are
{pid;Ru}. As shown above, the design purpose of these
parameters is to resist the DoS attack. We assume that
these parameters {pid;Ru} are stolen by the adversary,
the adversary could then compute PID = H(pid∥ts).
However, since the adversary cannot obtain the private
keys su and scs, it is difficult to generate valid veri-
fication values V eru and V ercs or the shared session
key sku/skcs. That is, even if these secret parameters are
leaked, the security of the authentication process is not
affected. Therefore, the proposed scheme could resist the
partial secret stolen attack.

B. Formal security analysis based on BAN Logic

Apart from the above security discussion, we also provide
the BAN logic [38] for proving authentication to ensure the
security of the proposed scheme. Through applying BAN
logic, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves all
the designed authentication goals. The notations of the BAN
logic are listed below in Table II.

TABLE II: Notations for BAN logic
P ∣≡X P believes X , or P would be entitled to believe X
P ◁X P sees X . Someone has sent a message containing X to P
P ∣∼X P once said X . P at some time sent a message including X
P ⇒ X P controls X . P has jurisdiction over X

P
K

←→ Q P and Q can use the shared key K to communicate
#(X) X is fresh
{X}K X is encrypted with K
⟨X⟩Y X combines with Y
(X;Y ) X or Y is a part of (X;Y )

(X;Y )K X or Y is hashing using K

BAN logic’s main fundamental rules are described below.

● R1: Message-meaning rule: P ∣≡P
K
↔Q;P◁⟨X⟩K

P ∣≡Q∣∼X
.

● R2: Nonce-verification rule: P ∣≡#(X);P ∣≡Q∣∼X
P ∣≡Q∣≡X

.

● R3: Jurisdiction rule: P ∣≡Q⇒X;P ∣≡Q∣≡X
P ∣≡X

.

● R4: Freshness-conjuncatenation rule: P ∣≡#(X)

P ∣≡#(X;Y )
.
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● R5: Session-key rule: P ∣≡#(X);P ∣≡Q∣≡X

P ∣≡P
K

←→Q
.

The following goals must be satisfied by the proposed
scheme based on the analytic of the BAN logic.

● Goal 1: CS ∣≡ (CS
skcs
←→ User).

● Goal 2: CS ∣≡ User ∣≡ (CS
skcs
←→ User).

● Goal 3: User ∣≡ (User
sku
←→ CS).

● Goal 4: User ∣≡ CS ∣≡ (User
sku
←→ CS).

According to the above procedures, the idealized transfor-
mation of the proposed scheme can be given as follows.

● M1: User → CS: ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru:
fts;H(pid; ts); r⋅P;a⋅P;H(ts;H(pid; ts); r⋅P;a⋅P; (a+
r + snmH(pid; r ⋅ P ))scs ⋅ P )g.

● M2: CS → User: B;V ercs:
fb ⋅ P;H(ts; a ⋅ P; b ⋅ P;H(scs(a ⋅ P + r ⋅ P +H(pid; r ⋅
P )snm ⋅ P )); ab ⋅ P )g.

To evaluate the proposed scheme, we make the initial
assumptions to support the analytic procedure below.

● A1: User ∣≡ #ts.
● A2: CS ∣≡ #ts.

● A3: User ∣≡ User
(pid;r⋅P )

←→ CS.

● A4: CS ∣≡ CS
(pid;r⋅P )

←→ User.
● A5: User ∣≡ CS ⇒ (CS

sku
←→ User).

● A6: CS ∣≡ User ⇒ (User
skcs
←→ CS).

According to the aforementioned assumptions and logical
postulates, the idealized form of the proposed scheme is
analyzed and presented below.

Considering the message M1 of the idealized form:
User → CS: ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru:
fts;H(pid; ts); r ⋅P;a ⋅P;H(ts;H(pid; ts); r ⋅P;a ⋅P; (a+

r + snmH(pid; r ⋅ P ))scs ⋅ P )g.
By applying seeing rules, we have the following steps:
● S1: CS◁ ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru: fts;H(pid; ts); r ⋅P;a ⋅
P;H(ts;H(pid; ts); r ⋅ P;a ⋅ P; (a + r + snmH(pid; r ⋅
P ))scs ⋅ P )g.
According to S1, A4 and R1, we have:

● S2: CS ∣≡ User ∣∼ {ts; pid; r⋅P;a⋅P;H(ts;H(pid; ts); r⋅
P;a ⋅ P; (a + r + snmH(pid; r ⋅ P ))scs ⋅ P )}.
Using S2, A2, R2 and R4, we have:

● S3: CS ∣≡ User ∣≡ {ts; pid; r⋅P;a⋅P;H(ts;H(pid; ts); r⋅
P;a ⋅ P; (a + r + snmH(pid; r ⋅ P ))scs ⋅ P )}.
Using S3, A4 and R3, we have:

● S4: CS ∣≡ {ts; pid; r ⋅ P;a ⋅ P; scs(a ⋅ P + r ⋅ P + snm ⋅

PH(pid; r ⋅ P ))}.
According to skcs = H(Authcs;Kcs), where Authcs =

scs(a ⋅P + r ⋅P + snm ⋅PH(pid; r ⋅P )) and Kcs = ab ⋅P ,
and S4, we have:

● S5: CS ∣≡ (CS
skcs
←→ User). (Goal 1)

Using S5, A6 and R5, we have:
● S6: CS ∣≡ User ∣≡ (CS

skcs
←→ User). (Goal 2)

Similarly, we also consider the message M2 of the idealized
form:
CS → User: B;V ercs:
fb ⋅P;H(ts; a ⋅P; b ⋅P;H(scs(a ⋅P +r ⋅P +H(pid; r ⋅P )snm ⋅

P )); ab ⋅ P )g.

By applying seeing rules, we have the following steps:
● S7: User◁B;V ercs: fb ⋅ P;H(ts; a ⋅ P; b ⋅ P;H(scs(a ⋅
P + r ⋅ P +H(pid; r ⋅ P )snm ⋅ P )); ab ⋅ P )g.
According to S7, A3 and R1, we have:

● S8: User ∣≡ CS ∣∼ {b ⋅P;H(ts; a ⋅P; b ⋅P;H(scs(a ⋅P +

r ⋅ P +H(pid; r ⋅ P )snm ⋅ P )); ab ⋅ P )}.
Using S8, A1, R2 and R4, we have:

● S9: User ∣≡ CS ∣≡ {ts; a⋅P; b⋅P; scs(a⋅P+r⋅P+H(pid; r⋅
P )snm ⋅ P ); ab ⋅ P}.
Using S9, A3 and R3, we have:

● S10: User ∣≡ CS ∣≡ {ts; a ⋅P; b ⋅P; (a+ r+ snmH(pid; r ⋅
P ))scs ⋅ P ); ab ⋅ P}.
According to sku =H(Authu;Ku), where Authu = (a+
r + snmH(pid; r ⋅P ))scs ⋅P ) and Ku = ab ⋅P , and S10,
we have:

● S11: User ∣≡ (User
sku
←→ CS). (Goal 3)

Using S11, A5 and R5, we have:
● S12: User ∣≡ CS ∣≡ (User

sku
←→ CS). (Goal 4)

According to the achieved Goal 1, 2, 3, 4, we can see that
both user and CS believe that a session key is established
between them. That is, the mutual authentication between user
and CS is successfully achieved in the proposed scheme.

C. Security Validation using ProVerif

In addition to the informal security discussion and BAN
logic authentication proof, we also simulate our scheme using
ProVerif tool [39] in this subsection for its formal security
verification. It is a mature tool for automatically analyzing
the security validation of cryptographic protocols, that is, to
test if a protocol is secure or not. A brief verification results
of the queries are shown presented in Figure 5. The results
show that our scheme achieves session key secrecy and mutual
authentication, which confirm the security of our scheme.

Fig. 5: The results of ProVerif

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in
this section by showing a comparison with four state-of-
the-art ECC-based schemes in WBANs, including Liu et
al.’s scheme [27], Xiong et al.’s scheme [28], He et al.’s
scheme [8] and Shen et al.’s scheme [29]. We first intro-
duce our experimental configuration, and then analyze the
performance in terms of functionality features, computation
overhead, communication overhead and storage overhead.
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A. Experimental Configuration

In order to evaluate the computation cost of the proposed
scheme and make a comparison with the aforementioned
schemes, we set up an experimental environment to quantify
the computation time of the related cryptographic operations.
The experiment is performed on two different devices with the
goal of simulating two types of entities during the authentica-
tion for WBANs. Figure 6 shows the experimental setup. For
the server, we use a desktop computer which consists of an
Intel Core i5 7600 processor with 3.5 GHz clock frequency and
16GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system
to simulate. For the user, we use a Raspberry Pi 3 Model
B+ which consists of a 1.2GHz Quad-Core CPU and 1GB of
RAM to simulate. The Raspberry Pi runs Raspbian, a Linux
distribution designated for Raspberry Pi. We also use a high
performing implementation from pairing-based cryptosystems
library (version 0.5.14, https://crypto.stanford.edu/pbc/), ellip-
tic curve and cryptographic functions based on FourQ (version
3.0, https://www.fourqlib.com), and libgmp via the gmpy2
python module (https://gmpy2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/).

User 

Server

Fig. 6: Experimental setup with 2 types of devices

To achieve the fairness and facilitate the evaluation, we use
the following cryptographic algorithm for each cryptographic
operations. We assume that a bilinear pairing is a map �e ∶

G1 ×G1 → G2, where G1 is an additive group generated by a
point �P with the order �q on the elliptic curve �E ∶ y2 = x3 + x
mod �p (�p and �q are 512 bits and 160 bits prime numbers
respectively). We assume that E ∶ y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p
is an elliptic curve defined over a prime finite field, where
exists an additive group G1 generated by a point P with the
order q and a; b ∈ Z∗

p (p and q are 512 bits and 160 bits prime
numbers respectively). The size of elements in G1 and G2 that
mentioned above is 256 bits and 1024 bits separately. We also
assume that the size of an identity, a timestamp, and a general
hash function is 32 bits, 32 bits, and 160 bits, respectively.

B. Functionality Comparison

As shown in Table III, we compare the functionality features
as listed in Section II-E of our scheme with four other
related schemes [27], [28], [8], [29] in this subsection. We
can see that Liu et al.’s scheme [27] only achieves mutual
authentication, privacy preserving and key agreement. Xiong
et al.’s scheme [28] cannot provide mutual authentication and
it also cannot resist various attacks, including partial secret
stolen attack, DoS attack, forgery attack and so on. He et al.’s
scheme [8] suffers from the problem of privacy preserving
and DoS attack. Shen et al.’s scheme [29] is also vulnerable
to provide the forward secrecy or to resist partial secret stolen

attack and DoS attack. In contrast, our scheme can achieve all
the listed features and the detailed analysis can be found in
Section V-A.

TABLE III: Comparison of functionality features for different
schemes

Functionality features
Liu et al.’s

scheme [27]
Xiong et al.’s
scheme [28]

He et al.’s
scheme [8]

Shen et al.’s
scheme [29] Our scheme

Mutual authentication
√

×
√ √ √

Privacy preserving
√ √

×
√ √

Key agreement
√ √ √ √ √

Forward secrecy ×
√ √

×
√

Partial secret stolen attack × ×
√

×
√

DoS attack × × × ×
√

Other attacks 1 × ×
√ √ √

C. Computation Cost

In this subsection, we compare the computation overhead
of the related authentication schemes in WBANs. We mainly
consider the processing delays of the different cryptography
operations during the authentication process at both the server
and the user. To facilitate the performance comparison in this
section, we denote the time cost of some cryptographic related
operations in Table IV.

TABLE IV: Cryptographic related operations
Notation Description
Temp execution time for a pairing based elliptic curve scalar multiplication operation
Teap execution time for a pairing based elliptic curve point addition operation
Tbp execution time for a bilinear pairing operation
Tem execution time for a pairing free elliptic curve scalar multiplication operation
Tea execution time for a pairing free elliptic curve point addition operation
TH execution time for a map-to-point hash function operation
Th execution time for a general hash function operation, like MD5
Tmac execution time for an MAC operation, like HMAC using SHA-1
Taes execution time for an encryption or decryption based on AES algorithm

In the experiment, we ran each operation 1000 times on
computing the execution time of above operations and then
calculated an average operation time for them. The final results
are listed in Table V.

TABLE V: The average execution time for different crypto-
graphic operations in two devices (in millisecond)

Temp Teap Tbp Tem Tea TH Th Tmac Taes

User 27.472 0.041 40.481 1.026 0.009 20.070 0.006 0.118 0.023
Server 3.823 0.007 4.728 0.014 0.001 2.427 0.002 0.028 0.010

Based on the experiment results, we give the comparison
of computation cost at both the server and the user among
the related schemes in Table VI. We can see that in Liu
et al.’s scheme [27], the computation cost at the user is
4Temp + Teap + 2Th + Tmac ≈ 110.059 ms and at the server
is 2Temp + 3Tbp + 3Th + TH + Tmac ≈ 24.291 ms. So, the
total computation cost in their scheme is 134.35 ms. In Xiong
et al.’s scheme [28], the computation cost at the user is
9Tem + 7Tea + 5Th + Tmac ≈ 9.445 ms and at the server is
9Tem+7Tea+4Th+Tmac ≈ 0.169 ms. So, the total computation
cost in their scheme is 9.614 ms. While, He et al.’s scheme [8]
takes computation cost of 4Temp + Teap + TH + 4Th + Taes ≈

130.046 ms at the user and 4Temp + Teap + Tbp + TH + 4Th +

Taes ≈ 22.472 ms at the server, and totally it takes 152.518
ms. In Shen et al.’s scheme [29], the total computation cost

1other attacks include the replay attack, the impersonation attack, the
modification attack, and the man-in-the-middle attack.
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is 4.361 ms, including 4Tem + 3Tea + 3Th + Tmac ≈ 4.267 ms
at the user and 4Tem + 4Tea + 3Th + Tmac ≈ 0.094 ms at the
server. For our scheme, the computation cost at the user is
3Tem + 4Th ≈ 3.102 ms and 4Tem + 2Tea + 5Th ≈ 0.068 ms at
the server. So, our scheme’s total computation cost is 3.17 ms.
Accordingly, we give a comparison in Figure 7 which shows
the total computation consumption of the system with regard
to the number of increasing users. As obvious from Table VI
and Figure 7, our scheme has a lower time latency during the
authentication process than others, specially for the user.

Table 1

1 10 50 100 200 500

1 134.35 1343.5 6717.5 13435 26870 67175

dd 9.614 96.14 480.7 961.4 1922.8 4807

d2 152.518 1525.18 7625.9 15251.8 30503.6 76259

3 4.361 43.61 218.05 436.1 872.2 2180.5

4 3.17 31.7 158.5 317 634 1585
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Fig. 7: Total computation cost with regard to increasing users

D. Communication Cost

The communication cost denotes the length of the messages
transmitted between the server and the user during the authen-
tication process. According to the assumed sizes of different
elements above, we give the comparison of communication
cost for related schemes in Table VII.

In Liu et al.’s scheme [27], the user sends the message
{v;U;m;�; tc; T

′} to the server, where v is a hash value, U is
an element of G1, m = right∥indCv includes a right (the right
is assumed to be 64 bits) and indCv is an element of G2, �
includes a hash value and an element of G1, tc is a timestamp,
and T ′ is an element of G1. Then the server responds the
message {MACkey(v)}, where MACkey(v) is a hash value.
Therefore, the communication cost at the user is 160 + 256 +
64 + 1024 + 160 + 256 + 32 + 256 = 2208 bits and 160 bits
at the server. That is, the total communication cost in their
scheme is 2208 + 160 = 2368 bits.

In Xiong et al.’s scheme [28], the user sends the message
{C1;C2} to the server, where C1 is an element of G1 and C2

is a result of XOR operation which including an identity IDC ,
three G1’s elements upkIDC

;RIDC
; TA and a timestamp tc.

Then the server responds the message {MACkey(TB); TB},
where MACkey(TB) is a hash value and TB is an element
of G1. Therefore, the communication cost at the user is 256
+ 32 + 256 + 256 + 256 + 32 = 1088 bits and 160 + 256 =
416 bits at the server. That is, the total communication cost in
their scheme is 1088 + 416 = 1504 bits.

In He et al.’s scheme [8], the user sends the message
{W;T; tc} to the server, where W = Ek(id; right;U) includes
an identity id, an G1’s element U , and a right (assumed to be
64 bits), T is an element of G1, and tc is a timestamp. Then

the server sends the response message {Y;Auth}, where Y is
an element of G1 and Auth is a hash value. Therefore, the
communication cost at the user is 32 + 64 + 256 + 256 + 32
= 640 bits and 256 + 160 = 416 bits at the server. That is, the
total communication cost is 640 + 416 = 1056 bits.

In Shen et al.’s scheme [29], the user sends the message
{I; tc; T2; �2} to the server, where I and T2 are two elements
of G1, tc is a timestamp, and �2 is a digest that belongs to
Z∗

p . Then the server responds the message {MACKey(h∗)},
where MACKey(h∗) is a hash value. Therefore, the commu-
nication cost at the user is 256 + 32 + 256 + 512 = 1056 bits
and 160 bits at the server. That is, the total communication
cost in their scheme is 1056 + 160 = 1216 bits.

In our scheme, the user sends the message
{ts;PID;Ru;A; V eru} to the server, where ts is timestamp,
PID and V eru are two hash values, and Ru and A are
two elements of G1. Then the server responds the message
{B;V ercs}, where B is an element of G1 and V ercs is a
hash value. Therefore, the communication cost at the user is
32 + 160 + 256 + 256 + 160 = 864 bits and 256 + 160 =
416 bits at the server. That is, the total communication cost
in our scheme is 864 + 416 = 1280 bits.

According to Table VII, we know that He et al.’s scheme [8]
and our scheme achieve a lighter communication cost at the
user. As to the server, due to considering the forward secrecy,
Xiong et al.’s scheme [28], He et al.’s scheme [8] and our
scheme have the same communication cost.

E. Storage Overhead

The storage overhead represents the storage space required
to complete the authentication process at both the user and the
server. According to the assumed lengths of different elements,
we analyze the consumption of storage space below (Here we
ignore the system parameters {Fq;E/Fq;G;P; q; p}) and we
also give the comparison of storage overhead both the server
and the user among the related schemes in Table VIII.

In Liu et al.’s scheme [27], the parameters to be stored at the
user include {id;Q1; s1; S2; indCs ;QAP ;m;�; key;QNM },
where id is an identity, s1 is a digest that belongs to Z∗

p ,
Q1; S2;QAP ;QNM are elements of G1, indCs is an element
of G2, m contains a right which assumed to be 64 bits
and indCv be an element of G2, � contains a hash value
and an element of G1, and key is a hash value. So, the
storage overhead of the user is 32 + 1024 + 512 + 1024 +
1024 + 1024 + 64 + 1024 + 160 + 1024 + 160 + 1024 =
8096 bits. The parameters to be stored at the server include
{sAP ;QAP ; id;Q1; indCv ; key;QNM }, where sAP is a digest
that belongs to Z∗

p , QAP ;Q1;QNM are elements of G1, id is
an identity, indCv is an element of G2, and key is a hash
value. So, the storage overhead of the server is 512 + 1024 +
32 + 1024 + 1024 + 160 + 1024 = 4800 bits.

In Xiong et al.’s scheme [28], the parameters to be stored at
the user include {IDC ; IDR; uskIDC

; upkIDC
; sIDC

;RIDC
;

IDAP ; upkIDAP
;RIDAP

; Ppub}, where IDC ; IDR; IDAP

are identities, uskIDC
; sIDC

are digests that belongs to Z∗
p ,

and upkIDC
;RIDC

; upkIDAP
;RIDAP

; Ppub are elements
of G1. So, the storage overhead of the user is 32 + 32 +
512 + 1024 + 512 + 1024 + 32 + 1024 + 1024 + 1024 =
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TABLE VI: Computation cost of different schemes

Liu et al.’s
Scheme [27]

Xiong et al.’s
Scheme [28]

He et al.’s
Scheme [8]

Shen et al.’s
Scheme [29] Our Scheme

User
4Temp + Teap + 2Th

+Tmac ≈ 110:059 ms
9Tem + 7Tea + 5Th

+Tmac ≈ 9:445 ms
4Temp + Teap + TH + 4Th

+Taes ≈ 130:046 ms
4Tem + 3Tea + 3Th

+Tmac ≈ 4:267 ms
3Tem + 4Th

≈ 3:102 ms

Server
2Temp + 3Tbp + 3Th + TH

+Tmac ≈ 24:291 ms
9Tem + 7Tea + 4Th

+Tmac ≈ 0:169 ms
4Temp + Teap + Tbp + TH

+4Th + Taes ≈ 22:472 ms
4Tem + 4Tea + 3Th

+Tmac ≈ 0:094 ms
4Tem + 2Tea + 5Th

≈ 0:068 ms
Total ≈ 134:35 ms ≈ 9:614 ms ≈ 152:518 ms ≈ 4:361 ms ≈ 3:17 ms

TABLE VII: Communication overhead of different schemes

Liu et al.’s
Scheme [27]

Xiong et al.’s
Scheme [28]

He et al.’s
Scheme [8]

Shen et al.’s
Scheme [29] Our Scheme

User 2208 bits 1088 bits 640 bits 1056 bits 864 bits
Server 160 bits 416 bits 416 bits 160 bits 416 bits
Total 2368 bits 1504 bits 1056 bits 1216 bits 1280 bits

TABLE VIII: Storage overhead of different schemes

Liu et al.’s
Scheme [27]

Xiong et al.’s
Scheme [28]

He et al.’s
Scheme [8]

Shen et al.’s
Scheme [29] Our Scheme

User 4256 bits 2400 bits 800 bits 2080 bits 1472 bits
Server 2496 bits 1824 bits 1056 bits (1056 + 1184n∗) bits (1056 + 416n∗) bits

∗: n denotes the number of users in the system.

6240 bits. The parameters to be stored at the server include
{IDAP ; uskIDAP

; upkIDAP
; sIDAP

;RIDAP
; Ppub}, where

IDAP is an identity, uskIDAP
; sIDAP

are digests that belongs
to Z∗

p , and upkIDAP
;RIDAP

; Ppub are elements of G1. So,
the storage overhead of the server is 32 + 512 + 1024 + 512
+ 1024 + 1024 = 4128 bits.

In He et al.’s scheme [8], the parameters to be stored
at the user include {id; Sid;QNM ;QAP }, where id is an
identity and Sid;QNM ;QAP are elements of G1. So, the
storage overhead of the user is 32 + 1024 + 1024 + 1024
= 3104 bits. The parameters to be stored at the server include
{IDAP ;QAP ; sAP ;QNM }, where IDAP is an identity, sAP

is a digest that belongs to Z∗
p , and QAP ;QNM are elements

of G1. So, the storage overhead of the server is 32 + 1024 +
512 + 1024 = 2592 bits.

In Shen et al.’s scheme [29], the parameters to be stored at
the user include {IDU ; sU ;QU ; �1; IndU ;QN ;QC}, where
IDU is an identity, sU ; �1 are digests that belongs to
Z∗

p , and QU ; IndU ;QN ;QC are elements of G1. So, the
storage overhead of the user is 32 + 512 + 1024 +512
+ 1024 + 1024 + 1024 = 5152 bits. The parameters
to be stored at the server include {IDC ; sC ;QC ;QN ; n ×

(�1; IndU ;QU ;H(IDU ∥QU ))}, where n denotes the number
of the users in WBANs, IDC is an identity, sC ; �1 are digests
that belongs to Z∗

p , QC ;QN ; IndU ;QU are elements of G1,
and H(IDU ∥QU ) is a hash value. So, the storage overhead
of the server is 32 + 512 + 1024 + 1024 + n× (512 + 1024 +
1024 + 160) = (2592 + 2720n) bits.

In our scheme, the parameters to be stored at the user
include {IDu; pid;Ru; su; PKnm; PKcs}, where IDu is an
identity, pid is a hash value, Ru; PKnm; PKcs are elements
of G1, and su is a digest belongs to Z∗

p . So, the storage
overhead of the user is 32 + 160 + 1024 +512 + 1024 + 1024
= 3776 bits. The parameters to be stored at the server include

{IDcs; scs; PKcs; PKnm; n×(pid;Ru)}, where n denotes the
number of the users, IDcs is an identity, scs is a digest belongs
to Z∗

p , PKcs; PKnm;Ru are elements of G1, and pid is a hash
value. So, the storage overhead of the server is 32 + 512 +
1024 + 1024 + n× (160 + 1024) = (2592 + 1184n) bits.

According to Table VIII, we know that both He et al.’s
scheme [8] and our scheme have a lighter storage overhead
at the user. As to the server, in order to achieve the goal of
resisting the DoS attack, our scheme needs to pre-store some
parameters related to users. Apart from this, our scheme also
has lower consumption of storage at the server.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have firstly provided a critical review on
Shen et al.’s scheme [29] and shown that their scheme fails
to provide the forward secrecy and also is unable to resist
the partial secret stolen attack and the DoS attack. We then
have presented a new efficient and anonymous authentication
scheme in cloud based WBANs. The security analysis has
shown that the proposed scheme overcomes the drawbacks
in the previous schemes and satisfies all the design goals
in WBANs. In addition, we have estimated and compared
our scheme with other state-of-the-art schemes in terms of
functionality features, computation overhead, communication
overhead and storage overhead. The comparison results in-
dicate that our scheme achieves better performance. That is,
our scheme is more appropriate for practical applications.
Actually, the authentication framework proposed in this paper
can be utilized and applied in many other scenarios. For
example, in edge/fog computing based systems, the NM can
be replaced by the cloud and the CS can be replaced by the
edge/fog device. In RFID system, the NM can be replaced by
the backend server, the CS can be replaced by the reader and
the user can be replaced by the tag. Therefore, in future work,
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we plan to design a universal authentication scheme that can
be applied to various application scenarios. Besides, we will
enhance the security level by providing formal security proof.
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